DIGITAL ASSETS

ELECTRONIC TRADING AND SETTLEMENT INFRASTRUCTURE

TRADING INTERFACE

HTML5 and mobile trading interfaces for point and click trading functionality which spans across multiple exchanges and crypto pairs simultaneously.
**ROLES**

**TRADER**
- Trading interfaces for entering and managing orders
- Real-time blotters for viewing orders, positions, cash, and trades
- Blockchain wallet management
- Positions holding and cash management

**ADMINISTRATOR**
- Review and approve firms and traders with KYC restrictions
- Halt and open markets and manage symbols
- Monitor trading activity and risk
- Manage firm and user wallets

**DIGITAL ASSET EXCHANGES SUPPORTED**
- Direct routing to external exchanges via normalized format
- Direct market data from external exchanges and normalize into a single data feed

- GDAX
- GEMINI
- BITSTAMP
- POLONIEX
- COINONE
- BINANCE
- BLOCKFILLS
- BITFINEX
- HUOBI
- HITBTC
- LATOKEN
- DIGIFINEX
- OKEX
- UPBIT
- BITFLYER
- KRAKEN
- BITTHUMB
- ITBIT
- BITMAX
- DVEK
- CRYPTO SOUK
SMART ROUTER

- Automated best execution across multiple Digital Asset Exchanges from our simple interface or APIs.

CUSTODY SOLUTION

- Private blockchain ledger provides a multi-signature custodian wallet service
- Private Ledger creates proxy tokens that represent real tokens on the platform
- Custody wallets are either held with a third-party qualified custodian or within the system linked to the ledger
- Clients create public wallets by entity or individual that correspond with private wallets
- Trades settle on private ledger are updated in real-time on public blockchain wallets

TOP SUPPORTED PROTOCOLS
Integrated Partners

PrimeTrust
Computershare
BitGo™
CHAINALYSIS
 VELOCITY LEDGER
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